Free-form Fresnel RXI-RR Köhler design for high-concentration photovoltaics with spectrum-splitting
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ABSTRACT

Development of a novel HCPV nonimaging concentrator with high concentration (>500x) and built-in spectrum splitting concept is presented. It uses the combination of a commercial concentration GaInP/GaInAs/Ge 3J cell and a concentration Back-Point-Contact (BPC) silicon cell for efficient spectral utilization, and external confinement techniques for recovering the 3J cell's reflection. The primary optical element (POE) is a flat Fresnel lens and the secondary optical element (SOE) is a free-form RXI-type concentrator with a band-pass filter embedded in it - Both the POE and SOE performing Köhler integration to produce light homogenization on the receiver. The band-pass filter transmits the IR photons in the 900-1200 nm band to the silicon cell. A design target of an “equivalent” cell efficiency ~46% is predicted using commercial 39% 3J and 26% Si cells. A projected CPV module efficiency of greater than 38% is achievable at a concentration level larger than 500X with a wide acceptance angle of ±1°. A first proof-of-concept receiver prototype has been manufactured using a simpler optical architecture (with a lower concentration, ~100x and lower simulated added efficiency), and experimental measurements have shown up to 39.8% 4J receiver efficiency using a 3J cell with a peak efficiency of 36.9%.
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1. INTRODUCTION

At this time, the high concentration PV industry (HCPV) is focused on commercializing products based on triple-junction (GaInP/GaInAs/Ge) solar cells, to take advantage of the high efficiency these cells provide. Increasing the cell efficiency is a clear path for reducing energy cost (USD/kWh) of concentrated photovoltaic energy (CPV). Commercial cells from a variety of suppliers are close to 40% average efficiency, not far from the present world record 41.6% [1]. Two main sources of conversion losses are present in HCPV triple-junction cells: (a) they do not fully utilize parts of the solar spectrum above 900nm, and (b) there are reflection losses off the face of concentrator cells, mainly due to grid line shading. Even though competition between manufacturers has resulted in a lowered triple-junction cell and assembly cost, these costs are still high to require high concentration (>500) for the systems to be competitive in terrestrial applications.

Here we propose the development of a novel HCPV module with high concentration (>500) and wide acceptance angle (α > ±1°) that aims to reduce both sources of losses. The novel approach [18] uses the combined four junctions of a concentration (GaInP/GaInAs/Ge) cell and a Back-Point-Contact (BPC) concentration silicon cell for efficient spectral utilization, as well as an external confinement technique for recovering the reflected light from the cell. The silicon band-gap is nearly ideal for combining with the other three gaps (with a theoretical limit of 57% for two terminal devices (see [2])), which makes the combination very attractive.
In four terminal operation of the ideal spectrum splitting combination of four junctions just mentioned, the current densities are very well matched (see Figure 1). In this configuration the silicon cell, whose full-spectrum current would be 44.4 mA/cm$^2$, is reduced to 27% of this level (0.27=12.1/44.4), which implies that under equal geometrical concentration for both cells, the 3J cell operates at its optimized 500x current gain, while the silicon cell runs at 0.27x500 or 135x, close to its optimum [3].

![Figure 1 Band-gap calculation of maximum current densities (at 1-sun) of a four-terminal combination of a commercial concentration GaInP/GaInAs/Ge 3J cell and a Back-Point-Contact (BPC) concentration silicon cell.](image)

One of the most promising strategies for improving the utilization of the solar spectrum in multi-junction cells is the use of four or more p-n junctions. Different strategies have been followed to increase the number of junctions built into a solar cell such as: conventional epitaxial growth over a substrate (lattice matched and metamorphic), wafer bonding/layer transfer process layer, and inverted metamorphic cells. The jury is still out on these approaches and other alternative ones. And it is still not known if the new devices can be built affordably and have the reliability and capacity to work efficiently under high concentration.

An alternative approach consists of using separate cells and dichroic optical filters. Compared to single cell solutions, this approach has the possibility of avoiding the current-mismatch losses through the use of multiple terminal configurations, and by eliminating the lattice matching prerequisites of monolithic growth. However, the development of a commercially viable product based on this approach is very challenging due to probable increased material cost and system complexity. Even so, in the last few years, the dichroic beam-splitting approach has captured renewed interest [4][5][6][7][8].

At present the External Quantum Efficiency (EQE) of cells is handicapped by the reflection losses from its face. These losses are very significant and severely limit the performance of the devices. In the case of GaInP/GaInAs/Ge solar cells, the front grid design is optimized to keep the series resistance joule losses low while minimizing the front metal grid shading factor. Reflection losses are produced by the reflection on the metallic front gridlines and the Fresnel reflection on the semiconductor surface. The front surface is not textured but is only AR coated. Further, the AR coating of present commercial cells is optimized to transmit in the 400-900nm range with reflection losses limited to 2-3% (since the Ge junction has excess of current). However, the average reflection numbers over the full spectrum is in fact higher as a consequence of higher reflection values in the longer infrared region above 900nm.

Two different strategies have been used in the past to minimize the reflection losses. One consists in preventing the light from hitting the grid lines, for instance using refractive prismatic covers aligned over the grid lines (seminal work done by O’Neill, US Patent No. 4,711,972). There are various drawbacks to this approach (not recovering the light reflected on the semiconductor surface, needs very precise alignment, not effective under wide-angle that corresponds to high concentration), especially when a secondary optical element (SOE) is optically coupled to the cell as a secondary concentrator or homogenizer. Reflective covers have also been proposed, but their implementation also has practical challenges. A second strategy, referred to as External Confinement [9], is more compatible with high concentration. It
consists of a mirror cavity that retroreflects the reflected light from the cell back to the cell. The cavities do not need precise alignment, but have the drawback that they still lose those photons absorbed on the grid lines.

The case of a BPC concentrator silicon cell is very different, since it has both contacts at the back of the cell surface and is not only AR coated, but randomly textured. As a consequence, the cell reflectivity is very close to zero at the wavelengths at which the silicon absorbs.

The need for competitive HCPV systems requires that the optical concentrator is designed not only to provide high concentration but also sufficient tolerances in order to keep the cost manufacturing low. A useful merit function for a CPV optic is the concentration-acceptance product [10], defined as:

$$\text{CAP} = \sqrt{C_g} \sin(\alpha),$$

where, $C_g$ is the geometric concentration and $\alpha$ the acceptance angle, often defined as the incidence angle at which the concentrator collects 90% of the on-axis power [11]. A more practical definition states it as the angle at which the generated photocurrent is 90% of the maximum (often achieved at normal incidence). This definition gathers all optical and electrical effects and is therefore more realistic. The acceptance angle ($\alpha$) measures the total tolerance available between the system elements for a given $C_g$.

A novel HCPV nonimaging concentrator concept with high concentration (>500x) will now be presented. The system consists of a primary optical element (POE) that is a flat Fresnel lens, a secondary optical element (SOE) that consists of a monolithic free-form Köhler RXI-RR concentrator and an embedded cost-effective high-performance band-pass filter that reflects or refracts the light rays while crossing the device. In the RXI-RR SOE concentrator, the RR optic illuminates the BPC silicon cell, while the RXI optic illuminates the 3J cell. It is remarkable that the free-form RXI has achieved the highest reported CAP to date for refractive POE’s [12]. Converting this advantage into the tolerance budget we are allowed to remove half of the system and exchange it with the external cavity in order to increase overall system efficiency, and still continue achieving the required high concentration level and acceptance angle.

The cell illumination in the new concentrator is asymmetric from one hemisphere, allowing the use of a confining cavity in the other hemisphere (as can be seen in Figure 5). This approach efficiently collects the light reflected by the grid lines and the semiconductor surface of the triple junction cell. The RXI-RR’s free-form surfaces are calculated using an iterative process in three dimensions. The Köhler integration guarantees a uniform illumination of the two cells, free from spatial chromatic aberration.

2. CONCENTRATOR DESIGN

2.1 Band-pass filter

We have chosen for our spectrum splitting approach a design that utilizes two separate cells (four junctions in our case, three coming from a 3J cell) and a dichroic optical filter. The band-pass filter (its working concept shown in Figure 2) is designed to be embedded in the secondary optical element RXI-RR. Its performance will provide the current balance between the bottom (Ge) junctions, middle (GaInAs) junctions and top (GaInP), minimizing the losses not considered in the ideal calculation. The ideal calculation assumes pill-box type spectral splitting with idealized transmission and reflection zones with no absorption, which is near impossible to achieve in practice. In a real filter (schematically shown in red Figure 2b), the slopes of the edges of the transmission band depend on two parameters (see Figure 2a): the mean angle of incidence $\beta_F$, and the angular spread $\alpha_F$ of the light with respect to that mean direction. The slopes of the edges of the transmission band are progressively decreasing when the angular spread $\alpha_F$ increases, and the greater the mean angle of incidence $\beta_F$, the faster the degradation (for a given $\alpha_F$).
The performance specification of filter embedded in RXI-RR SOE is limited by cost constraints. In order to achieve the price target we have restricted our concentrator design to operate using a flat filter. On one hand we would like the light to reach the filter with high concentration in order to lower the size and thereby cost (USD/m^2) of the filter (that are meant to be deposited on large plane substrates), but on the other hand high concentration means wide incident angles $\alpha_F$, that smoothen the filter transmission curve, which compromises the current balance.

The necessity to moderate values of $\alpha_F$ suggests limiting the concentration on the filter to the minimum that is cost effective (~40-50x). That is why an SOE is utilized after the filtering, which provides an additional 10-12x concentration on the cells. We have selected $\beta_F > 25^\circ$ and $\alpha_F > 5^\circ$, when the surrounding media is a dielectric material ($n \approx 1.5$).

The EQE of the four junctions and its aggregation curve for the four-terminal case are shown in Figure 3a. The dip in the aggregation curve near the silicon band-gap corresponds to photons which are sent to the silicon cell but not efficiently absorbed by it. The effectiveness of the external confinement cavity is clear in Figure 3b by the comparison of this curve with the original EQE’s of the triple-junction cell.

2.2 Confining cavity

Apart from possibility to increase efficiency by improving solar spectrum utilization through the use of dichroic filter spectrum splitting, the new approach adds an external confining cavity to recover the lost reflected light from the 3J cell.
As already mentioned, this feature consists of a mirrored cavity that collects the light reflected by the cell either by the gridlines or by the semiconductor surface and sends it back to the cell. (Light absorbed on the grid lines is not recovered.)

For present triple-junction cells, the light reflected on the semiconductor surface is specular (the cell surface roughness is very small, similar to good optical mirrors), while the light reflected on the grid lines has a significant diffuse component caused by the grid line geometry and roughness. However, the roughness and imperfections of the grid line surface still keep the same cylindrical symmetry, as a good approximation (see Figure 4). Therefore, the direction of the scattered light conserves the vector component along the grid line, and a light ray is scattered inside the surface of a reasonably narrow cone. This is important for the design of the concentrator and the external cavity (which traditionally has assumed random Lambertian scattering). As was stated before in this approach the illumination of the cell must be done from one hemisphere, while the cavity occupies the other (asymmetric cavity).

![Image of gridlines and a commercial concentration triple-junction cell](image)

**Figure 4** The irregularities and roughness of the gridlines of a commercial concentration triple-junction cell has approximately cylindrical symmetry, which allows efficient external confinement with an asymmetric cavity.

In case of our design we are investing a half of the system to enhance the overall efficiency by means of external confining cavity. Having sufficient tolerance budget in our optical design, we are in a position to do it as will be explained in greater detail in next subsection.

### 2.3 Fresnel-RXI Köhler concentrator

The concept of the Fresnel RXI-RR Köhler concentrator is shown on Figure 5. The primary optical element (POE) is a flat Fresnel-Köhler lens, and the secondary optical element (SOE), a monolithic free-form Köhler RXI-RR concentrator, comprising an embedded band-pass and an external confining cavity. The letters naming the device originate from the usual nomenclature of the SMS method [13], and refer to the type of surface (R=refraction, X=reflection, I=Total Internal Reflection) that reflects or refracts the light rays while crossing the device. RXI-RR free-form surfaces are calculated with the SMS method using an iterative process in three dimensions.

In the RXI-RR SOE concentrator, the RR illuminates the BPC silicon cell, while the RXI illuminates the 3J cell (see Figure 5). The triple junction cell is asymmetrically illuminated from one hemisphere, allowing the use of a confining cavity in the other hemisphere which efficiently collects the light reflected by the grid lines and the semiconductor surface of the triple junction cell.
The free-form RXI was originally developed for Solid State Lighting in the automotive industry [16], and it has been recently designed for HCPV applications [12]. It is very important to underline once again that the free-form 4-fold RXI has the highest “CAP budget” among concentrators with a refractive POE (Figure 6) and we are using this benefit to increase the system overall efficiency.

The Fresnel-Köhler families for HCPV (named FK, XKR, XXKR) have been introduced by LPI in recent years [14][15], as novel high-performance concentrators that provide not only high concentration and high acceptance angles (i.e., high CAP), but which also exhibit excellent uniformity of illumination on the square cell without the effects of chromatic aberration on the cell. In the design of Köhler concentrators, we select the number $N$ Köhler channels, which indicate the number of paired sectors in the POE and SOE. The design is then referred to as an $N$-fold design, and $N$ usually ranges between 1 and 4. In this project we will consider the 1-fold and 2-fold options.
The design presented here is based on the previously developed free-form 4-fold design RXI recently introduced as a Köhler secondary for HCPV [12]. The Köhler integration technique guarantees in this design, as well as in other previously presented ones, uniform illumination on both cells (see Figure 7), free from spatial chromatic aberration.

There are various advantages of the RXI-RR design over prior beam splitting systems such as a reduction in complexity. First, the filter, the SOE for the BPC silicon cell (i.e., the RR) and the SOE for the triple-junction cell (i.e., the RXI) form a single piece of dielectric, which simplifies its mounting. Secondly, the two cells are located on the same plane, simplifying the heat management and wiring. Thirdly, there are no optical surfaces in contact with the cell rim, which differs from other traditional HCPV secondary optics (such as prism homogenizers). This makes the encapsulation of the cells much easier and more robust, since there is no threat of light loss due to meniscus effects by the silicone rubber coupler, making it more suitable for high-yield in mass production [15].

There are alternative SOE’s architectures that have been considered. Freeform RXI-R12 configuration allows the Silicon and 3J cell to be located not only coplanar but also closer than in the RXI-RR, so they can share the receiver substrate. This design, with a geometrical concentration of 625x for the 3J cell and 560x for the Si cell, has a modeled optical efficiency of 85% for both the MJ and silicon cells (no AR coating considered). In addition it exhibits a well-balanced acceptance angle of ±0.9º for both cells as well as achieving uniform irradiance distribution on 3J and Si cells as evident in Figure 7.

![Figure 7 Irradiance distributions on the 3J and Si cells (a.u.), respectively.](image)

### 3. PROOF-OF-CONCEPT PROTOTYPE

A proof-of-concept prototype that is based on a simpler optical concept has been manufactured by LPI and UPM-CeDInt. The prototype (seen in Figure 8) is comprised of an RXI prism, with a 41-layer stop-band dichroic filter (deposited on the long right angle prism leg proximate to the 3J cell), a GaInP/GaInAs/Ge cell and a BPC concentration silicon cell. The entry aperture (hypotenuse of the prism) is AR coated with a proprietary design by LPI. The short side of the right triangle leg of the prism also has the same AR coating, which insures high transmission of the prism to the silicon cell, which has an air gap between itself and the prism. The filter was designed to reflect the light whose wavelengths range between 900-1150nm to the silicon cell, transmitting the light whose wavelengths are outside this range to the 3J cell. This prototype doesn’t include a confining cavity, so reflected radiation of the semiconductor and grid-lines is sent back through the filter to the silicon cell.

As there is no confining cavity in this prototype, reflected radiation from the semiconductor and grid-lines is sent back through the filter to the silicon cell. This lowers the expected efficiency due to two facts: 1) the loss of the 3J-reflected photons over 1150 nm (used by the Ge junction in the original RXI-RR and RXI-R12 design), 2) the light recycled towards Si cell below 900nm is not as profitable as if it was recycled back to the MJ cell, as the voltage of the Si cell is...
lower than that of the top and middle subcells. Although, this prototype still illustrates the high potential of the spectrum splitting concept.

Optical transmission measurements of the manufactured filter coating have shown important deviations from the design values. From measured values we could predict that there is a higher reflection of photons below 900 nm to the silicon cell. The measurement of the manufactured AR coating showed that it produces a transmission ~96% over 900 nm, instead of the designed 98%.

![Figure 8 Proof-of concept prototype 4J module.](image)

Two 3J cells were selected and electrical measurements were carried out in conjunction with a standard flash tester at 50 W/cm² and AM1.5d spectrum. They showed efficiencies of 39.4% and 39.5%. One of them was then attached to the RXI prism inside the proof-of-concept prototype using a silicone adhesive. (The BPC silicon cell was also installed in the prototype.) Afterwards measurements were taken under the real sun on March 21st in Madrid, using a concentrator test rig that was developed to produce a well-defined square irradiance distribution of ~6.5x6.5 mm² with 7.33 W (±2%) at @900W/m², to be fully inscribed in the receivers to measure, producing ~10 W/cm² average concentration on the 3J cell area. Under that concentrator test rig, the reference 3J cell alone showed a peak 36.8% efficiency (36.9% corrected for Tcell=25°C).

Measurements performed under the same concentrator rig with 4J RXI prism receiver assembly gave 39.8% (see Table 1) with 4T (39.7% corrected for Tcell=25°C), and 39.7% with 2T. Thus, output peak-power gain of the 4J over the 3J was about 8%. Both four terminal and two terminal cases are studied, taking into account higher efficiency and less spectral sensitivity in one case or cost savings in other case, respectively.
Table 1 Measured peak efficiency of the 4J receiver module.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CELL</th>
<th>3J</th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>Total:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Isotypes Jratio top/mid</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isc (@900W/m²)</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voc</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FF</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency</td>
<td>32.0%</td>
<td>7.8%</td>
<td>39.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results we have until now are very significant and promising, especially taking into account the problems found in the coatings manufactured in this first iteration. The unexpected higher current values measured on the silicon cell compared with the expected values (see Figure 9) need further research. Overall we are encouraged by the results and are confident that the target of a 13% gain will be achievable in the next iteration once the design of the filter is properly implemented (see Table 2). In the next phase we plan to use a concentrator rig with higher concentrations (~300x). Commercial 3J cell and BPC Si cells performance followed by higher efficiencies is closer to the optimum one they are designed for in this new configuration of concentrator rig.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The main objective of this work is to increase the overall system efficiency and reliability of CPV system through the use of solar spectrum division thereby reducing lifetime energy cost (USD/kWh). Our approach was guided by an analysis of the causes of receiver/optics losses and resulting improvements in the optical system design through more efficient use of the available energy in the bottom cell of a 3J cell.

We have presented a novel high-concentration Köhler SOE concept with an integrated dichroic flat filter for coplanar commercial 3J cell and BPC Si cells, with expected equivalent cell efficiency of 46% from 39% 3J cells (+17% gain).
The first simple prototype showed an +8% efficiency gain, and the next iteration (with an improved filter) targets a +13% gain and 43% efficiency at 300x. Future efficiencies of over 50% could be attainable with custom designed 3J (with better Ge sub-cells) and Si cells (with better IR response).

The next steps are focused on building a demonstrator able to attain a 13% efficiency boost (see Table 2). The additional efficiency gain is based on increasing the concentration to 300x at the receiver entry, so that the cells work more efficiently. The higher concentration brings additional challenges, such as dealing with the assembly and alignment of parts. Amonix is supplying champion cells and is sharing the costs for the new hardware needed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Measured</th>
<th>Expected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reference 3J</td>
<td>36.9%</td>
<td>37.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4J prism</td>
<td>39.7%</td>
<td>42.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gain</td>
<td>+8%</td>
<td>+13%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Measured efficiencies of the 3J reference cell and 4J prism receiver in 4T operation (corrected for $T_{cells}=25^\circ C$).
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